Events recently in cyber-world can be modeled as a spatiotemporal continuity which is populated by computing devices, communication channels, and multimodal interactions. Contemporary ubiquitous devices unleash the boundary of one-to-one human-computer interaction becoming a de facto style of facilitating social events that participants use several distributed devices through multimodal interactions. The aim of this special issue is to solicit technical contributions regarding theoretical and practical aspects of scenario concept, architecture design, prototype development, implementation, and demonstration on state-of-the-art technologies and new research findings in multimedia, such as location/context adaptation, inter-device interaction/reaction, social media analysis, and media/data communication, etc.
The special issue received 53 submissions, all of which were asked to contain the significant extensions from their previously conference versions, and to be reviewed again by three reviewers. Eventually, we accepted 12 papers. Each of these papers was finalized with two more substantial revisions and then for publication according to the reviewers' comments, suggestions, and the Editor-in-Chief's decision.
These 12 accepted articles now provide novel, interesting, and useful results, covering recommendation [1, 2] , learning [3, 4] , augmented reality (AR) [5, 6] , social network analysis [7, 8, 9] , artificial intelligence (AI) [10, 11] and related media application [12] .
The accepted articles in this special issue are as follows:
Fused matrix factorization with multi-tag, social and geographical influences for POI recommendation This editorial message not only delineates the paper submission and reviewing process, but also sincerely appreciates the authors' patience for paper revisions, the reviewers' devotion and time commitment which is necessary to assure the high quality articles. Finally, we would like to thank Dr. Yanchun Zhang, the Editor-in-Chief, and the journal staffs of WWWJ for providing all of the important advices and suggestions during entire process in the completion of this special issue.
